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What they say… 
“Jason was a superb lecturer and absolutely 
charming on a one-to-one basis. He went to 
endless trouble to discuss and explain particular 
points of interest. His great erudition was balanced 
all the time with wonderful humour”



YOUR GUIDING STAR… 

Jason Elliot 
Fifteen years ago I began to explore Iran independently 
and wrote about my encounter with this extraordinary 
country and its culture in Mirrors of the Unseen.  

Since then, Iran has opened up dramatically to tourism, 
with travel companies in the UK and elsewhere offering 
various tours to the country’s many famous sites. Over the 
past few years, to better understand the possibilities for 
those wishing to get the know the place better, I’ve 
returned to Iran as a guest lecturer for some of these 
companies. 

My conclusion is that, for the experienced traveller, the 
appeal of such tours tends to be hampered by large 
numbers of clients (20+), tour managers with limited 
personal experience of the country and culture, and a 
frustrating tendency to hurry from place to place with a 
local guide speaking Fawlty -Towers English. 

This may seem cruel: it is, especially to the discerning 
visitor. The antidote I propose here is a much more 
exclusive experience: small groups, guided by an English-
speaker with long experience of the country, and a more 
flexible itinerary encompassing famous as well as carefully-
chosen, lesser-known sites. 

Quite simply, nobody else is doing this. The first of these 
tours is planned for October this year. A few places 
remain, and we hope you will consider joining us.  



A unique historical range of sites from 
the 2,500 year old Achemaenid Palace of 
Persepolis to the Shah’s final home in 

Tehran

Enjoy & indulge in authentic Persian life 
through hidden culinary gems & cooking 
classes with locals. Unique glimpses into 
artisanal life’ from carpet-making to 

henna production!

Visits to the Muslim, Jewish, Christian & 
Zoroastrian monuments of what was the 

world’s first superpower.

Study the finest examples of Persian 
architecture and their rich artistic and 
geometrical symbolism under the expert 
guidance of one who has lived & 

breathed Persia: first as a tourist, now as 
a local. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
To name just a few…



There are two versions of Iran: one 
political and controversial, the other 
friendly and unforgettable. This tour is 
very much about the latter. 

Though the borders of this former 
superpower, which once stretched from 
the Mediterranean to China, have been 
much reduced over the centuries, the 
country and culture have maintained a 
powerful attraction throughout history.  

Many an ambitious invader has sought to 
bend this antique land to its own will. 
Greek, Arab, Turkish and Mongol rulers 
have in turn left their mark on Persian 
soil, but all were charmed, beguiled, and 
ultimately seduced by the refinement and 
ingenuity of the culture. 

Alexander very understandably married a 
Persian girl; the Arabs spread Persian 
learning across half the world; the 
Mongols, i t is thought, gave up 
Christianity in favour of Persian love 
poetry and all-night wine-drinking 
sessions. Like the cypress tree that yields 
in the storm but always returns to its 
former stature, Iran has preserved its own 
distinct identity and traditions. 

The Iran of the 21st century has been 
overshadowed by politics. But don’t 
worry: it remains one of the most 
hospitable countries in the world, and will 
leave every visitor wanting more. From 
the Achaemenid marvel of Persepolis to 
the mosques and monuments of Safavid 
Isfahan, the history of every part of the 
country is rich and fascinating.  

In art, architecture, music and poetry, the 
artistic genius of Iran remains as visible 
today as ever.  A journey to Iran is a feast 
for the mind as well as the senses, and 
Iranians are warm and welcoming hosts. 
The experience, in short, is like nothing 
you’ve seen or heard about the place.

Photo taken by Jason himself…now that is certainly a breakfast served up with a side dish of insane views! 



OUTLINE ITINERARY 

The 12-day itinerary takes in a wide spectrum of sites, 
monuments ancient and modern, gardens, museums 
and activities, starting our journey in the southern city 
of Shiraz and ending in the capital, Tehran. This route, 
which follows a roughly ancient-to-modern historical 
trajectory, not only avoids duplicating long distances 
between cities but, by beginning in the south of the 
country, offers a gentler landing than the urban 
maelstrom that is Tehran.  

Heading north from Shiraz, we visit the Zoroastrian 
desert city of Yazd, the fabled former capital Isfahan, 
and lovely Kashan. The route will also allow us to 
picnic among ruined castles, spend a night in the 
Eastern desert, consult fortune-tellers along the way 
and to hone our bargaining skills in the many bazaars 
en route. Souvenir-hunters will need to bring a large, 
empty suitcase.  

Highlights include the 2,500 year-old spectacle of 
Persepolis, the Sassasian (3rd Century) palace of 
Ardeshir, the shrine of Hafez (Iran’s most famous and 
beloved poet), the Imam and Lutfullah mosques in 
Isfahan, the Armenian Cathedral at Jolfa, the Qajar 
Palace of the ‘Peacock Throne’ in Tehran and the final 
Royal residence of the Shah, whose pet seal once 
frolicked in the modified swimming pool. 







GOOD TO KNOW… 

• The maximum price for this tour is £5000, for those 
requiring single occupancy, but less if we are lucky 
with timings and bookings. Hotels rooms – especially 
the smaller and more desirable ones – tend to get 
grabbed months in advance, but prompt 
confirmations of places will allow me to bring this 
price down. 

• The price includes all travel and accommodation 
within the country, all meals, entrance fees, tickets 
and, dare I say it, any necessary inducements to 
make our journey smoother and more enjoyable. 

• The price does not include flights to and from Iran, 
or visas: these will vary for each individual and his or 
her preferences and needs. 

• Official requirements for travel to Iran can be 
tedious, and change according to whom you ask! 

• UK and US citizens do require visas approved in 
advance by the Iranian foreign ministry – a service 
provided by the tour operator in Iran, who will 
forward applications to the authorities.  Visas, once 
authorised, are then purchased and collected at the 
embassy of the applicant’s choice – for UK citizens, in 
London. If you can catch them on a day they actually 
work, that is!? 



GOOD TO KNOW… 

• Advance knowledge is the best way to prepare for a 
journey, even if it is eventually modified by 
experience. To this end Alice & Jason will be 
encouraging (and supplying) background reading 
and some details of customs and language as well 
as practical tips. It won’t exactly be like going back 
to school, but we may test you (gently) from time to 
time on your grasp of history – it does help to know 
your Sassanids from your Safavids – on some basic 
language, and on essential skills such as how to 
negotiate for pomegranates. 

• Alternatively, we could meet for a Persian meal in 
London beforehand, if only to introduce you to the 
fabulous cuisine that you’ll discover once we’re in 
Iran & meet your guiding star in person. 

• If you’re wondering whether this is the right trip for 
you, or would like to know more about any aspect of 
this tour, Jason is very happy to answer any 
enquiries or concerns you may have.  



hello@aliciantravel.com 
For full details or for just a general chit chat about all 

things travel, please do get in touch. I am poised, 
ready & will be delighted to talk! 

Lets’ get this journey started…


